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Abstract—Polygonal meshes are commonly used to represent
3D objects. In order to simulate detailed surfaces, a large number
of polygons is required. However, the greater the number of
polygons, the greater the processing required on the Graphics
Processing Unit (GPU), which ends up limiting the quality of
the images that can be generated in real-time applications. To
overcome such an issue, techniques for real-time displacement
mapping allows for simulating realistic 3D objects from a very
coarse polygonal mesh. Understanding the importance and the
particularities of the displacement mapping methods proposed
in the recent years, this work conducts an study that compares
the most popular per-pixel displacement mapping techniques,
finds out their advantages, disadvantages and evaluates the
environments where each one is best applied.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Real-time displacement mapping techniques exploit the
flexibility of programmable shading [1], [2] and texturing to
map surface details on a coarse surface mesh, in a per-pixel
level [3]. Per-pixel displacement mapping techniques work on
three levels of structure details: macrostructure, mesostructure
and microstructure. The macrostructure stands for the most
abrupt details, where they are referenced to be the polygonal
meshes. The mesostructure is defined as the geometrical details
that are slightly small and only distinguishable according to
the viewer position. They are frequently represented by small
deformations on the surface. Finally, the microstructure stands
for not perceived surface details from distinct viewer positions,
such as the microscopic features that define the surface albedo.
In general, microstructures are modeled by classic texture
mapping [4].

Macrostrucutures, which are used to represent 3D objects
with complex details, require a large number of polygons
to capture small features. On the other hand, details at the
mesostructure level can be represented without the requirement
of refined meshes. Per-pixel displacement mapping techniques
can model such details by using heightmaps (Fig. 1) and/or
normal vector maps (Fig. 2) besides the diffuse map used to
model microstructures. They allow to model the appearance
of small surface deformations in real-time during fragment
shader processing, with significant reduction of computational
cost when compared to modelling these details through mesh
refinement.

Fig. 1. Diffuse map of a stone texture (left) and a corresponding heightmap
(right).

Fig. 2. Diffuse map of a stone texture (left) and a corresponding normal
map (right).

An example of a per-pixel displacement mapping technique
is depicted in Figure 3. On (a) we have a refined mesh onto
which a stone texture is mapped, generating (b). On (c) we
have a very coarse mesh (actually, only two triangles), but
by using a per-pixel displacement mapping technique we can
depict not only the surface colors, but also the geometry
details, as shown in (d).

We cite four main abilities that are expected from a good
per-pixel displacement mapping technique. They are the ability
to simulate: silhouette effects, motion parallax, self-occlusion
and self-shadowing. Silhouette effects shows the expected
contours that are seen on finer meshes. Motion parallax allows
that details close to the viewer move faster than far ones.



Fig. 3. The power of the per-pixel displacement mapping: on (a) a mesh with
a large number of polygons receives the straightforward diffuse mapping using
a stone texture (b). The mesh on (c) has only two triangles, but a per-pixel
displacement mapping technique achieves a similar result on (d).

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Test 1 (a) and Test 2 (b): On (a) small angle test whereas
on (b) medium angle test. From top to bottom and from left to right:
Normal Mapping, Parallax Mapping, Parallax Mapping with Offset Limiting,
Iterative Parallax Mapping, Linear Search, Relief Mapping, Parallax Occlusion
Mapping and Cone Step Mapping.

Self-occluding allows surface details close to the viewer to
occlude far details. Finally, self-shadowing allows that the
mesostructure generates shadows on itself.

II. METHODOLOGY

Since each of the per-pixel displacement mapping tech-
niques analyzed here have their own characteristics, they were
individually tuned in order to achieve their best results. Thus,
the visual quality of the images are compared based on two
features: (i) the presence of artifacts or image distortions and
(ii) the quality of level of detail of the mesostructure. Details

about the techniques are omitted. We suggest to the reader
not only the original references along this work but also the
survey [3] for further details. Also, a very detailed description
of the methods, further comparisons and shader source codes
are available in the student’s monograph which was written in
Portuguese [5].

In our work, the generation of the images was performed
with the software Render Monkey1. All shaders were written
by us in OpenGL Shader Language (GLSL) [6].

The per-pixel displacement mapping methods compared
were: Normal Mapping [4], Parallax Mapping [7], Parallax
Mapping with Offset Limiting [8], Iterative Parallax Mapping
[9], Linear Search [10], Relief Mapping [11], Parallax Occlu-
sion Mapping and [12] Cone Step Mapping [13].

It is worth mentioning that the techniques of Mesh-based
Displacement Mapping [14], Bump Mapping [15], [16], Par-
allax Mapping with Slope Information Search [3] and Binary
Search [10] were excluded from our comparisons. Bump Map-
ping and Mesh-based Displacement Mapping, in this work,
are treated only as historical methods. Parallax Mapping with
Slope Information was not included in the comparisons as its
iterate-based version – Iterative Parallax Mapping – was in-
cluded. Binary Search was not effective when applied directly,
generating artifacts and distortions from most viewpoints. It
was disregarded because of its low visual quality.

III. ANALYSIS & COMPARISONS

The methods were compared on three types of mesostruc-
ture (Figs. 4-6) mapped onto a square defined by two triangles,
as in Fig. 3-(c). For each mesostructure, images were taken
in small, medium and large angles between the view vector
and the surface normal. All techniques were tested on a CPU
with 2.4 GHz, 2 GB of RAM and a graphics card NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 275 with 898 MB of RAM.

In Tests 1, 2 (Fig. 4) and 8 (Fig. 8) we used a 512 ×
512 diffuse texture map and 256 × 256 normal maps and
heightmaps. For Test 1 (Fig. 4-(a)), the view vector makes a
small angle with the surface normal. The methods compared
here were calibrated so as to present the fewest artifacts or
distortions, thus showing their best quality on details of the
mesostructure. Linear Search [10] was configured to run up
to 80 steps, Iterative Parallax Mapping [9] used 4 iterations,
Relief Mapping [10] performed up to 40 steps for linear search
and up to 10 steps for binary search, Parallax Occlusion
Mapping [12] performed a minimum of 30 and maximum
of 60 steps for linear search and Cone Step Mapping [13]
performed 20 iterations. For Test 2, shown in Figure 4-(b), the
view vector makes a medium angle with the surface normal. In
this case, Linear Search was configured to run up to 90 steps,
Iterative Parallax Mapping used 4 iterations, Relief Mapping
was configured to run up to 20 steps with linear search and 6
with binary search, Parallax Mapping Occlusion performed a
minimum of 30 and maximum of 60 steps for linear search and
Cone step Mapping performed 20 iterations. For Test 8, shown

1http://developer.amd.com/archive/gpu/rendermonkey/pages/default.aspx

http://developer.amd.com/archive/gpu/rendermonkey/pages/default.aspx
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Fig. 5. Test 3 (a) and Test 4 (b): On (a) small angle test whereas on
(b) medium angle test. From top to bottom and from left to right: Normal
Mapping, Parallax Mapping, Parallax Mapping with Offset Limiting, Itera-
tive Parallax Mapping, Linear Search, Relief Mapping, Parallax Occlusiong
Mapping and Cone Step Mapping.

in Figure 8, the view vector makes a large angle with the
surface normal. Iterative Parallax Mapping used 6 iterations,
Relief Mapping was configured to run up 40 steps with linear
search and 6 with binary search, Parallax Occlusion Mapping
performed a minimum of 50 and maximum of 200 steps for
linear search and Cone Step Mapping performed 20 iterations.

In Tests 3 and 4 (Fig. 5) we used a 512 × 512 diffuse
map and 256 × 256 normal maps and heightmaps. For Test
3 (Fig. 5-(a)), the view vector makes a small angle with the
surface normal. Linear Search was configured to run up to 70
steps, Iterative Parallax Mapping was applied to 6 iterations,
Relief Mapping run up to 30 steps with linear search and 5
with binary search, Parallax Mapping Occlusion performed a
minimum of 30 and a maximum of 60 steps for linear search
and Cone step Mapping performed 12 iterations. For Test 4
(Fig. 5-(b)), the view vector makes a medium angle with the
surface normal. Linear Search was configured to run up to 70
steps, Iterative Parallax Mapping was applied to 6 iterations,
Relief Mapping was configured to run up to 30 steps with
linear search and 5 steps with binary search, Parallax Mapping
Occlusion performed a minimum of 30 and maximum of 60
steps for linear search and Cone step Mapping performed 12
iterations.

On Tests 5 and 6 (Fig. 6) and 7 (Fig. 7) all textures have
a resolution of 1024× 1024. For Test 5 (Fig. 6-(a)), the view
vector makes a small angle with the surface normal. Linear
Search was configured to run up to 60 steps, Iterative Parallax
Mapping was applied to 6 iterations, Relief Mapping was
configured to run up to 15 steps with linear search and 6 steps
with binary search, Parallax Mapping Occlusion performed a
minimum of 30 and maximum of 40 steps for linear search
and Cone step Mapping performed 10 iterations. For Test 6

(Fig. 6-(b)), the view vector makes a medium angle with the
surface normal. Linear Search was configured to run up to 64
steps, Iterative Parallax Mapping was applied to 6 iterations,
Relief Mapping was configured to run up to 26 steps with
linear search and 6 steps with binary search, Parallax Mapping
Occlusion performed a minimum of 10 and a maximum of 60
steps for linear search and Cone step Mapping performed 20
iterations. For Test 7 (Fig. 6-(b)), the view vector makes a large
angle with the surface normal. Linear Search was configured
to run up to 64 steps, Iterative Parallax Mapping was applied
to 6 iterations, Relief Mapping was set to run up to 26 steps
with linear search and 6 with binary search, Parallax Mapping
Occlusion performed a minimum of 10 and a maximum of
60 steps for linear search and Cone step Mapping performed
20 iterations. For Test 7, shown in Figure 7, the view vector
makes a small angle with the surface normal. Iterative Parallax
Mapping used 6 iterations, Relief Mapping was configured to
run up to 40 steps with linear search and 6 steps with binary
search, Parallax Occlusion Mapping performed a minimum of
50 and a maximum of 200 steps for linear search and Cone
Step Mapping performed 20 iterations.

For completeness, the frame rates for Tests 1-6 are found
in Table I.

Normal Mapping had the poorest level of details in all tests.
This is because it simulates the detailing on the surface by
only changing the value of the per-pixel normal used in the
evaluation of the lighting equation. As it does not allow for
shifting texels or traversing a ray as in ray casting, it cannot
simulate any of the four abilities that we have cited as ex-
pected capabilities for a good per-pixel displacement mapping
technique. However, its efficiency was the best among all
techniques, with the highest frame rate as shown in Table I.

Parallax Mapping and Parallax Mapping with Offset Limit-
ing generated images with quality and efficiency very similar
for all comparisons. In Tests 2, 4 and 6 their results are similar
to Normal Mapping, as the viewpoint avoids a large number
of surface overlaps in screen space. However, Tests 1, 3 and 5
show that Parallax Mapping and Parallax Mapping with Offset
Limiting obtain superior results than Normal Mapping. This is
because both techniques simulate the effect of motion parallax
[3], which is more evident as the view vector makes large
angles with respect to the surface normal. The efficiency of
both techniques was quite similar. The only exception was
Normal Mapping. One should take into account that Parallax
Mapping with Offset Limiting eliminates distortions that often
occur for large angles between the view vector and the surface
normal.

For all tests, Iterative Parallax Mapping generated results
with extrusion emphasis greater than Normal Mapping, Paral-
lax Mapping and Parallax Mapping with Offset Limiting. This
is due to the fact that it takes into account the normal map to
simulate the effect of motion parallax. Further, Tests 2, 4 and 5
show that the technique generates some distortions, evidenced
in Figures 4-(b) and 5-(b). Their rendering efficiency was
lower than the previously discussed methods.

For all tests, Linear Search, Relief Mapping, Parallax Oc-



TABLE I
FRAME RATES.

Methods Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 Test 6
Normal Mapping 2890 2893 2890 2850 2540 2550

Parallax Mapping (PM) 2888 2680 2800 2525 2510 2543
PM with Offset Limmiting 2884 2680 2804 2538 2500 2530

Iterative PM 2900 2600 2790 2522 2130 1163
Linear Search 1220 700 1558 1031 812 477

Relief Mapping 2000 2238 2516 1850 1839 800
Parallax Occlusion Mapping 2600 2200 2306 1378 1700 1000

Cone Step Mapping 2700 2350 2580 2300 2517 1200

clusion Mapping and Cone Step Mapping presented similar
results, but better than Normal Mapping, Parallax Mapping
and Parallax Mapping with Offset Limiting. This is due to
the fact that these techniques simulate both the effects of
motion parallax and self-occlusion. However, the requirement
of a large number of iterations to achieve their best visual
results made them the most inneficient methods, as shown
by the frame rates listed in Table I. Among all methods,
Linear Search obtained the worst frame rate because its ray
march requires a high number of iterations for removing
all the distortions and artifacts. Parallax Occlusion Mapping
produces superior images than Linear Search for all tests.
Relief Mapping, on the other hand, yielded better frame rates
than Parallax Occlusion Mapping for Tests 2, 3, 4 and 5 as they
required on average a smaller number of iterations. Cone Step
Mapping had the best frame rates when compared to Linear
Search, Relief Mapping and Parallax Occlusion Mapping. This
is because such technique makes use of a texture that maps
void regions through cones, allowing the intersection between
the field of view and the elevation of the heighmap to be found
quickly.

For each one of tests we can see that Iterative Parallax
Mapping, Linear Search, Relief Mapping, Parallax Occlusion
Mapping and Cone Step Mapping showed the best image
quality results. Normal Mapping, Parallax Mapping and Par-
allax Mapping with Offset Limiting can generate some details
of the mesostructure, but the result is worse than the other
techniques. For all tests, the number of iterations used by each
technique was carefully tuned in order to generate images
with the best quality possible. This meant that most of the
distortions and artifacts disappeared during the tests, making
it difficult to elect the best method. Therefore, we selected
the techniques that have the best trade-off between image
quality and efficiency for the execution of Tests 7 and 8 (large
angles between the view vector and the surface normal). Such
techniques are Iterative Parallax Mapping, Relief Mapping,
Parallax Occlusion Mapping and Cone Step Mapping (but
excluding its linear search step due to its poor performance).

Test 7, shown in Fig. 7, compares Cone Step Mapping,
Parallax Occlusion Mapping, Relief Mapping and Parallax
Mapping Iterative about large angles between the view vector
and the surface normal. All the techniques presented dis-
tortions and artifacts. However, they also generated different
levels of extrusion without distortion. Iterative Parallax Map-

TABLE II
FRAME RATES.

Methods Test 7 Test 8
Iterative Parallax Mapping 2134 2305

Relief Mapping 775 688
Parallax Occlusion Mapping 355 507

Cone Step Mapping 1120 1400

ping was the method that allowed the lower extrusion with
higher levels of distortion. Relief Mapping achieved similar
levels of extrusions to those achieved for Iterative Parallax
Mapping, but with less distortion and artifacts. Cone Step
Mapping and Parallax Occlusion Mapping produced better and
larger extrusions than other techniques. Cone Step Mapping
exhibited a lower level of distortion when compared to Parallax
Occlusion Mapping. On Test 8 (Fig. 8), all techniques present
small distortions and similar extrusions. The only exception
was Iterative Parallax Mapping (Fig. 8-(d)).

Table II shows the frame rates for Tests 7 and 8. In
this case, we find that the Iterative Parallax Mapping was
the most efficient. However, the visual quality obtained in
these tests ended up being the worst. Relief Mapping and
Parallax Occlusion Mapping had the lowest frame rates. Relief
Mapping obtained good results for Test 8, similar to Cone Step
Mapping and Parallax Occlusion Mapping, but in Test 7, Relief
Mapping did not allow to generate large extrusions, though the
results had not significant distortions. It also resulted in high
frame rates, as shown in Table II.

All eight tests as well as their frame rates presented in
Tables I and II allowed us to infer which are the best methods.
To perform this evaluation, we took into account that, in
the trade-off between quality and efficiency, image quality
is preferred. In this sense, Cone Step Mapping seems to be
the best method implemented in this work, producing images
with relatively high quality level along with high frame rates.
Secondly, Relief Mapping and Parallax Occlusion Mapping
tied for producing approximate images at very distinctly frame
rates in some tests. It makes difficult to estimate which
approach is the best. Although Iterative Parallax Mapping
achieves high frame rates, the image quality was not so good in
Tests 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8. Linear Search, though producing high
levels of quality, had the worst frame rate among all tests
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Fig. 6. Test 5 (a) and Test 6 (b): On (a) small angle test whereas on
(b) medium angle test. From top to bottom and from left to right: Normal
Mapping, Parallax Mapping, Parallax Mapping with Offset Limiting, Itera-
tive Parallax Mapping, Linear Search, Relief Mapping, Parallax Occlusiong
Mapping and Cone Step Mapping.

TABLE III
RANKING FOR PER-PIXEL DISPLACEMENT MAPPING TECHNIQUES.

1.Cone Step Mapping
2. Parallax Occlusion Mapping e Relief Mapping

3. Iterative Parallax Mapping
4. Linear Search

5. Parallax Mapping with Offset Limiting
6. Parallax Mapping
7. Normal Mapping

and was positioned in fourth place. Parallax Mapping with
Offset Limiting and Parallax Mapping achieved very similar
levels of graphics quality for all tests, however, they produced
strong distortions for surfaces observed at large angles between
the view vector and the surface normal. Normal Mapping
produced the images with the worst relative quality, and the
lowest perception of relief. In contrast, its frame rate was the
largest among all tests.

A summary of the supported effects of motion parallax, self-
occlusion, self-shadowing and silhouettes is presented in Table
IV.

We also classified the per-pixel displacement mapping tech-
niques according to the frameworks they make use. In particu-
lar, the Phong shading model, the displacement of textures [4],
the linear search, the binary search, the numerical method for
finding root (False Position) [21] and the void space mapping
[12]. Figure 9 shows which each of these schemes are used
by displacement mapping techniques.

IV. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

This study analyzed and compared per-pixel displacement
mapping techniques broadly employed in real-time applica-

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7. Test 7: large angles between the view vector and the surface normal:
(a) Cone Step Mapping, (b) Parallax Occlusion Mapping, (c) Relief Mapping
and (d) Iterative Parallax Mapping.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8. Test 8: large angles between the view vector and the surface normal:
(a) Cone Step Mapping, (b) Parallax Occlusion Mapping, (c) Relief Mapping
and (d) Iterative Parallax Mapping.

tions such as games. All compared techniques were imple-
mented in OpenGL Shader Language.

As future work, we intend not only to analyze further
displacement mapping methods, e.g., [22] that explores tes-
sellation shaders on current GPU [23], but also to propose
novel schemes for real-time displacement mapping.
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